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Abstract15

Landfast ice is nearly immobile sea ice attached to the coast. Landfast ice inhibits atmosphere-16

ocean fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum, leads to offshore flaw polynyas, and stores17

fresh river water in wintertime. Despite these important roles in coastal environments,18

landfast ice is not well simulated in current sea ice models, because landfast ice dynam-19

ics differ from the pack ice in the interior Arctic and require explicit parameterization.20

The dynamical mechanisms for landfast ice formation are linked to the local geography.21

Grounded ice ridges act as anchor points in shallow water. Coastlines and offshore is-22

land chains may also be pinning points between which arches of landfast ice can form23

in deep water. The grounding mechanism for landfast ice in shallow marginal seas has24

been successfully parameterized using bathymetry information, but this grounding scheme25

fails in deep regions. We describe a new landfast ice parameterization that uses lateral26

drag as a function of sea ice thickness, drift velocity, and local coastline length. The sim-27

ulated landfast ice in a 36 km pan-Arctic sea ice-ocean simulation is compared to obser-28

vations from satellite data and the effect of the new lateral drag parameterization is eval-29

uated. The combination of the established grounding scheme for shallow water and the30

new lateral drag parameterization for deep water leads to an improved and realistic land-31

fast ice distribution in most marginal seas in the Arctic. These results suggest that mul-32

tiple mechanisms are at work to create and maintain landfast ice in marginal seas.33

Plain Language Summary34

Landfast ice is sea ice that is attached to the coast and nearly stationary. In the35

Arctic, the stable landfast ice cover along the coasts of the marginal seas serves local com-36

munities for traveling and hunting, and provides habitat for Arctic wildlife. Two main37

processes lead to landfast ice: grounding of ice in shallow water, and anchoring to pin-38

ning points such as islands in the deep water. However, sea ice and ocean models to study39

the Arctic climate typically do not predict the distribution of landfast ice very well. Here,40

we present a new approach to representing the pinning effect of coastlines and islands.41

In our improved model, sea ice tends to stick to the coast and is more similar to observed42

landfast ice. We conclude that the new method will improve future projections of land-43

fast ice in the Arctic that may prove useful for Arctic communities and wildlife manage-44

ment.45
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1 Introduction46

Landfast ice is defined as “sea ice that stays fast along the coast where it is attached47

to the shore, to an ice wall, to an ice front, or over shoals, or between grounded icebergs.”48

(World Meteorological Organization, 1970). Landfast ice is a common phenomenon in49

polar winter. It forms in the autumn as onshore winds thicken and consolidate the ice50

along the shore until it breaks up in spring. The extent of landfast ice in the Arctic varies51

with water depth and slope of the continental shelf (Yu et al., 2014; Kwok, 2018). An-52

chored pressure ridges ground coastal sea ice in shallow water all along the coast of Alaska53

and the Laptev Sea. Landfast ice can also be formed in deep marginal regions by lat-54

eral propagation of internal stresses from contact points with the coastline, as seen in55

the Kara Sea (Li et al., 2020). Furthermore, landfast ice can also be landlocked ice that56

is confined in the narrow channels of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Melling, 2002;57

Howell et al., 2016). In Antarctica, where the bathymetric features are very different from58

the Arctic, landfast ice can be found in 400–500 meter deep water, pinned by grounded59

icebergs (Massom et al., 2001; Fraser et al., 2012, 2020).60

Landfast ice is an important player in Arctic and Antarctic coastal environments.61

It forms a stable cover that decreases the transfer of heat, moisture, and momentum be-62

tween the atmosphere and the ocean (Johnson et al., 2012; Lemieux et al., 2016). As a63

consequence, ocean mixing is generally reduced underneath a landfast ice cover. The sta-64

ble cover also limits further ice growth and hence reduces salt rejection (Eicken et al.,65

2005). Landfast ice closes coastal polynyas and, instead, results in offshore flaw polynyas66

or flaw leads (the openings between the landfast ice and pack ice) with consequences for67

the thermocline circulation in the Arctic (Itkin et al., 2015). In Antarctica, landfast ice68

connects the Antarctic ice sheet and the ocean, stabilizes ice shelves, delays ice-berg calv-69

ing, and affects the ice sheet mass balance (Massom & Stammerjohn, 2010; Massom et70

al., 2018; Greene et al., 2018). Landfast ice is also important for coastal communities71

in the Arctic. As a seasonal land extension, landfast ice can be a habitat for polar an-72

imals and serves as a platform for hunting, fishing, and scientific observation (Kooyman73

& Ponganis, 2014). The distribution of landfast ice is also important for polar naviga-74

tion and offshore exploration (Hughes et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2020). A model without75

landfast ice (parameterized or resolved) will also have difficulties in simulating the pro-76

cesses related to landfast ice, and for example will have polynyas in the wrong place (Itkin77
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et al., 2015). Finally, landfast ice is likely a sensitive indicator of climate change (Mahoney78

et al., 2007).79

The life cycle of landfast ice is primarily determined by the thermodynamic pro-80

cesses due to the limited horizontal movement of landfast ice (Flato & Brown, 1996; Se-81

lyuzhenok et al., 2015). The combined effects of dynamical movement and thermody-82

namic melting, however, lead to landfast ice break-up (Leppäranta, 2013; Selyuzhenok83

et al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2021). Here we focus on the dynamics of landfast ice for two rea-84

sons. First, the main challenges of modeling landfast ice are maintaining stability dur-85

ing the landfast ice season under continuous dynamical forcing from the surface winds86

and ocean currents and the timing of the break-up of landfast ice; i.e., initiating the break-87

down of the stability at the right time towards the end of the season with the same pa-88

rameterized dynamics. Second, even small horizontal movement of sea ice leads to a con-89

siderable lateral drag because the contact area between sea ice and the coastlines or is-90

lands is large. Small changes of this drag are expected to contribute to the break-up of91

landfast ice.92

Most large-scale sea ice models underestimate the extent of landfast ice (Lemieux93

et al., 2018). Several attempts have been made to improve the simulation of landfast ice94

in these models. Beatty and Holland (2010) added isotropic tensile strength to a viscous-95

plastic sea ice model (Hibler, 1979) to simulate landfast ice. Itkin et al. (2015) simulated96

landfast ice by adding tensile strength to the sea ice rheology in regions shallower than97

25 m, and found that landfast ice affected the stability of the halocline in the Arctic. Olason98

(2016) was able to simulate landfast ice in the Kara Sea by increasing the maximum sea99

ice viscosity, a parameter that regularizes the momentum equation of sea ice, but left100

the appropriate value of maximum viscosity an open question. Olason (2016) also reported101

that the landfast ice in the Kara Sea was primarily supported by static arching, which102

was consistent with observations suggesting that a chain of offshore islands provides an-103

chor points for the landfast ice in the Kara Sea (Divine et al., 2005). Lemieux et al. (2015)104

parameterized grounding of ice keels by a basal drag term as a function of topography105

and sea ice thickness to enhance the representation of landfast ice in shallow water. This106

grounding scheme is also called basal drag parameterization. Lemieux et al. (2016) used107

a combination of this basal drag parameterization and increased tensile strength to en-108

hance the simulation of landfast ice extent in deep water, but the simulated landfast ice109

seasons for the Kara Sea were still too short compared to the satellite data. Note that110
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adding tensile strength or changing sea ice strength modifies the sea ice rheology in the111

entire Arctic. Furthermore, the basal drag parameterization systematically underesti-112

mates the landfast ice extent in the deep water where ice ridge keels cannot reach the113

bottom.114

In this study, we parameterize the effects of partly unresolved coastlines and islands115

as obstacles to sea ice motion by a lateral drag term in the sea ice momentum equation,116

with the goal of improved landfast ice representation in the Arctic. We test different ap-117

proaches to explore the best representation of the lateral drag. As in previous studies118

(Lemieux et al., 2015, 2016; Olason, 2016), we focus on the Arctic marginal seas, in par-119

ticular the Kara Sea. The landlocked landfast ice in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago120

is governed by different dynamics and requires different parameterizations (Lemieux et121

al., 2018), and is not addressed in the present study.122

The paper is organized as follows: the model configuration and experiment setup123

are described in Section 2, the lateral drag parameterization is shown in Section 3, the124

model results are presented in Section 4, and the discussion and summary are given in125

Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.126

2 Data and model simulations127

2.1 Satellite observations128

We used landfast ice records of satellite data from the National Ice Center (NIC)129

Arctic Sea Ice Charts and Climatologies (U. S. National Ice Center, 2006, updated 2009).130

The data are available as one week (January 1972 through June 2001) and two week av-131

erages (July 2001 through December 2007) on a 25 km Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid.132

The sea ice concentration (SIC) ranges from 0% to 100% with landfast ice flagged. NIC133

charts are produced by manual analysis of in situ, air reconnaissance and remote sens-134

ing data, and model output. We chose the biweekly data set and the period from 2001135

to 2007 for a straightforward comparison to previous landfast ice modeling results that136

use the same data set (Lemieux et al., 2015, 2016).137

2.2 Model simulations138

All simulations in this paper are based on a regional Arctic configuration of the Mas-139

sachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm, Marshall et al.,140
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1997; MITgcm Group, 2009) with a grid resolution of 36 km, similar to the configura-141

tion of Ungermann and Losch (2018). This configuration applies zero-layer thermody-142

namics and viscous-plastic dynamics with the solver introduced by Zhang and Hibler (1997).143

The model is forced by six-hourly atmospheric fields from the European Centre for Medium-144

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim data (Dee et al., 2011). The hydrog-145

raphy is initialized with temperature and salinity fields from the Polar Science Center146

Hydrographic Climatology 3.0 (PHC-3.0, Steele et al., 2001). Details of the sea ice model147

can be found in Losch et al. (2010) or the online documentation (https://mitgcm.org).148

The model solves the two-dimensional sea ice momentum equation:149

m
∂u

∂t
= −mfk× u + τ a + τ o + τ b + τ l −mg∇H +∇ · σ, (1)150

where m = ρih is sea ice mass per grid cell area and h is the grid-cell averaged151

mean ice thickness, i.e., the actual ice thickness of the ice within the grid cell weighted152

by the sea ice concentration A: h = hactualA. f is the Coriolis parameter, k is the ver-153

tical unit vector, τ a and τ o are ice-atmosphere and ice-ocean interfacial stresses, g is the154

gravitational acceleration, ∇H is the gradient of the sea surface height, and σ is the (ver-155

tically integrated) stress tensor. Nonlinear momentum advection is neglected. The hor-156

izontal ice velocity u = ui + vj advects the sea ice thickness h and sea ice concentra-157

tion A (Losch et al., 2010). Following Lemieux et al. (2015), the basal drag term τ b is158

zero when the ice thickness h is smaller than a critical mean thickness hc = Ahw/k1159

where hw is the water depth. For thicknesses larger than hc, the basal drag is given by160

τ b = k2
u

|u|+u0
(h − hc) e−Cb(1−A). Here, Cb = 20 as for the equivalent formulation of161

the ice strength (Lemieux et al., 2015), |u| =
√
u2 + v2, and u0 is a small velocity pa-162

rameter to avoid divisions by zero. k1 and k2 are the tuning parameters of the ground-163

ing scheme. τ l is a new lateral drag term described in the next section.164

Two characteristics distinguish landfast ice from drift ice: it is attached to the coast,165

and it moves very little (Zhai et al., 2021; Mahoney et al., 2007, 2014). We classify sea166

ice as landfast ice when the biweekly average sea ice drift velocity is below a critical value167

of 5×10−4 m s−1 (Lemieux et al., 2015). This corresponds to a displacement of approx-168

imately 600 meters in two weeks. In addition, landfast ice is assumed to be compact with169

a SIC larger than 95% to exclude accidentally immobile ice far away from the landfast170

ice region.171
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3 Lateral drag parameterization172

3.1 Boundary condition173

The lateral boundary conditions have a profound influence on the lateral friction174

at the boundaries (Adcroft & Marshall, 1998). Generally, the lateral boundary condi-175

tions for velocity are either no-slip or free-slip, or a mix of both. The no-slip boundary176

condition assumes that the fluid in direct contact with the boundary has the same ve-177

locity as this boundary (Rapp, 2017). Therefore, the tangent flow is zero on the bound-178

ary. For a C-grid with staggered velocities, this can be implemented using “ghost points”179

outside the domain. For example, for the tangential component u of the velocity along180

a boundary b in the x-direction between grid indices j and j + 1 we have:181

u

∣∣∣∣
b

≈ uj + uj+1

2
= 0⇔ uj+1 = −uj . (2)182

A slip boundary condition assumes a discontinuity in the velocity function (i.e., a rel-183

ative movement between the fluid and the boundary). For the free-slip boundary con-184

dition the tangent shear vanishes on the boundary and the tangent flows remain finite185

(Rapp, 2017):186

∂u

∂y

∣∣∣∣
b

≈ uj+1 − uj
∆y

= 0⇔ uj+1 = uj . (3)187

In the following, we use a simple finite difference discretization model to illustrate the188

lateral friction on the boundary. Note that MITgcm implements a finite volume discretiza-189

tion, which would complicate the discussion unnecessarily. We assume a constant vis-190

cosity coefficient ν and constant grid spacing ∆y for the lateral friction term in the y-191

direction. The lateral friction term (viscosity) along the boundary is a function of the192

tangential velocity u:193

∂yν∂yu = ∂y(ν∂yu)

=
(ν∂yu)|j+ 1

2
− (ν∂yu)|j− 1

2

∆y

=
1

∆y

(
ν
uj+1 − uj

∆y
− ν uj − uj−1

∆y

)
.

(4)194

For the no-slip boundary condition Equation (2), the lateral friction term becomes:195

∂yν∂yu = −ν(uj − uj−1)

(∆y)2
− 2ν uj

(∆y)2
. (5)196

For the free-slip boundary condition Equation (3), the lateral friction term is:197

∂yν∂yu =
−ν(uj − uj−1)

(∆y)2
. (6)198
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Typically, sea ice models use a no-slip boundary condition to parameterize any unresolved199

frictional boundary layers. Comparing Equation (5) to Equation (6), the difference be-200

tween the no-slip and free-slip boundary conditions is − 2ν uj

(∆y)2 . The key idea of our new201

parameterization is to replace this term, which in viscous plastic models is a complicated,202

nonlinear function of ice pressure and ice drift velocities, with an explicit lateral drag.203

Plausibly, the lateral drag term is a function of the sea ice thickness (or mass), the drift204

velocity and the shape (i.e., resistance) of the coastline, expressed as a form factor. In205

its most general form, it can be written as:206

τ l = mF K(u), (7)207

where F is the form factor and K(u) is a function of the sea ice drift velocity u. The208

form factor F depends locally on the length of the coastline and is described in detail209

in Section 3.2. Different types of K(u) are discussed in Section 3.3.210

3.2 Form factor211

The form factor F is determined by the relative location of the ocean and the land212

within a grid cell. The model topography is interpolated from the International Bathy-213

metric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO) topography data (Jakobsson et al., 2012) to214

a 4.5 km grid and then coarse-grained to a 36 km grid. The grid is regarded as an ocean/land215

point if ocean/land covers more than half of the model grid (Figure 1a). Here, we dis-216

cuss two types of form factors in the lateral drag parameterization. The first, F1, is de-217

termined by the coastline resolved by the model grid, and the second, F2, uses a higher218

subgrid resolution coastline. As the lateral drag affects only velocities parallel to the coast-219

line, the form factor is considered separately in the x- and y-directions. The lateral drag220

of one grid cell in the x-direction is affected by the coastline in the y-direction.221

The coefficient for u-component of the stress, Fu1 , is zero when the two neighbor-222

ing model grid cells in the y-direction are both ocean points. Fu1 is one when one of the223

neighboring cells in the y-direction is a land point. Fu1 is two when both of the neigh-224

boring grid cells are land points. The coefficient for the v-component, F v1 , is determined225
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analogously. The definition for this simple form factor is summarized in Equation (8):226

F
v/u
1 =


0, in x/y direction no land point

1, in x/y direction only one land point

2. in x/y direction two land points

(8)227

The second form factor F2 involves additional sub-grid scale information provided228

by a high-resolution coastline data set. We use the 10 m coastline data from Natural Earth229

10 m Physical Vectors (https://www.naturalearthdata.com). We project the 10 m coast-230

line on the x- and y-direction within each grid cell, integrate projected natural coastline231

length, and normalize it by the model grid length. The normalized integrals of the 10 m232

coastline within one grid cell fu2 (i, j) and fv2 (i, j) are defined as:233

fu2 (i, j) =

∑N
n=1 |ln cos θn|

∆xi,j
(9)234

fv2 (i, j) =

∑N
n=1 |ln sin θn|

∆ yi,j
. (10)235

where fu2 (i, j) and fv2 (i, j) are projections of the 10 m coastline in the x- and y-direction236

normalized by the grid length. ln is the length of the nth segment of 10 m coastline within237

one grid cell, θn is the angle between the nth 10 m coastline segment and x-axis of the238

model grid, ∆xi,j , ∆ yi,j are the model grid spacings in the x- and y-direction, and N239

is the number of 10 m coastline points within one model grid cell.240

The form factors Fu2 (i, j), F v2 (i, j) for ui,j , vi,j are determined by fu2 , fv2 (Figure 1a):241

Fu2 (i, j) =
fu2 (i, j) + fu2 (i, j + 1)

2
(11)242

F v2 (i, j) =
fv2 (i, j) + fv2 (i+ 1, j)

2
. (12)243

Figures 1b and 1c illustrate the two different form factors for the x-direction in the244

Kara Sea. Based on the high resolution coastline data, form factor F2 is generally larger245

than F1. Geographic features that are unresolved by our 36 km model grid, such as the246

Franz-Josef-Land archipelago, also lead to non-zero contributions to F2, so that these247

features can exert lateral drag.248

3.3 Function K(u)249

K(u) is a function of sea ice velocity. Here we test two different forms. The first250

form is a quadratic function K1(u) = Cq|u|u similar to the ocean stress τ o and atmo-251

sphere stress τ a. The coefficent Cq has the units m−1. The quadratic function K1(u)252
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∆2
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∑"./0 |!" sin&" |

∆4

(a)

(b) Form factor 5/+ (c) Form factor 5*+

Franz Josef 
Land

Figure 1. Definition for form factors and two form factors in x-direction in the Kara Sea.

(a) Schematic illustration of form factors. The blue line represents the subgrid scale coastline.

The grid pattern represents the ocean in the model, and the hashed green area is the land in the

36 km model. fu
2 (i, j) and fv

2 (i, j) are the projections of the subgrid scale coastline in the x- and

y-direction normalized by the grid length at the grid (i, j). The point ui,j in the orange box is

influenced by the two adjacent points and Fu
2 (i, j) is calculated via Equation 11. The point vi,j

in the red box is influenced by the two surrounding points and F v
2 (i, j) is defined in Equation 12.

(b) and (c): The two form factors in the x-direction in the Kara Sea. Form factor Fu
1 assumes

values of 0, 1, and 2. The values of Fu
2 are continuous.
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Figure 2. Quadratic and static K(u) function in the lateral drag parameterization. The red

line is the quadratic function K1(u) with Cq = 1 m−1, and the black line indicates the static

function of lateral drag with Cs = 10−4 m s−2. m = ρi h is chosen as 910 kg m−2 corresponding

to 1 m of ice. For the static function, the lateral drag increases quickly with sea ice drift below

u∗ = 0.01 m s−1 (approximately where quadratic and static functions coincide for the chosen

parameters) and remains almost constant above. In contrast, K1(u) increases quadratically with

velocity.

increases with increasing ice velocity (Figure 2). The second form K2(u) = Cs
1

|u|+u0
u253

is a static friction form similar to the basal drag of Lemieux et al. (2015) with a small254

velocity u0 = 5×10−4 m s−1. The coefficient Cs has the units m s−2. The static func-255

tion K2(u) provides constant lateral drag when sea ice drift velocity exceeds the small256

velocity u∗ = 0.01 m s−1 (Figure 2).257

The lateral drag parameterization is mainly governed by the function K(u). To es-258

timate the order of magnitude of lateral drag coefficients, we assume that the lateral drag259

term has the same order of magnitude as the wind stress term. The order of magnitude260

of typical wind stress in the Arctic is 0.1 N m−2 (Lemieux et al., 2015; Timmermans &261

Marshall, 2020). To reach a similar magnitude with the wind stress for the lateral drag262

term, we use a lateral drag coefficient Cq = 1 m−1 in the quadratic function K1(u), and263
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Cs = 10−4 m s−2 for the static function K2(u). With this choice of coefficients the dif-264

ferent formulations give similar drag for ice velocities of 0.01 m s−1 (Figure 2).265

Combining different form factors F and velocity function K(u), we get four for-266

mulations of the lateral drag terms:267

τ l1 = mF1 Cq |u|u (13a)

τ l2 = mF2 Cq |u|u (13b)

τ l3 = mF1 Cs
u

|u|+ u0
(13c)

τ l4 = mF2 Cs
u

|u|+ u0
(13d)

268

4 Results269

In this section, we compare experiments with different parameterizations to the satel-270

lite data of the National Ice Center (NIC) Arctic Sea Ice Charts and Climatologies (U.271

S. National Ice Center, 2006, updated 2009). To better distinguish the different model272

simulations, we use the abbreviations for different model simulations provided in Table 1.273

We first compare four lateral drag formulas, and estimate the sensitivity of the lateral274

drag coefficient. Next we compare the lateral and basal drag parameterization. Finally,275

we evaluate the time series of landfast ice extent in four marginal Arctic seas (Kara, Laptev,276

East Siberian, Beaufort) with satellite observations and assess the large-scale features277

in the model simulations with the new parameterization. We explicitly exclude landfast278

ice estimates in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, as the dynamics there are different and279

the model generally overestimates the landfast ice cover (Lemieux et al., 2018).280

4.1 Landfast ice frequency with different lateral drag formulas281

The main aim is to improve the landfast ice representation, in particular in the Kara282

Sea, because there the water is deeper than in the other marginal seas so that landfast283

ice cannot form simply due to grounding ice keels. We used the landfast ice frequency284

in the Kara Sea from January to May in 2001–2007 to compare the four different lat-285

eral drag implementations shown in Equation (13). The landfast ice frequency is the fre-286

quency of occurrence of landfast ice for January to May in the years 2001–2007. For a287
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Table 1. The abbreviations of model simulations in this paper.

Abbreviation Model simulations

CTRL standard 36 km model control run, no landfast ice parameterization

LD 36 km model with lateral drag parameterization

BD 36 km model with basal drag parameterization

LD + BD 36 km model with both lateral and basal drag parameterization

particular grid cell, a value of 1 means that in each record in the months January to May288

the ice satisfied the criterion for landfast ice (mean drift < 600 m in 2 weeks) while, a value289

of 0 means that there was never any landfast ice in this grid cell.290

Using the same form factor, the model run with the static function K2(u) simu-291

lates larger landfast ice frequency in the Kara Sea, which is more consistent with the ob-292

servations, than that with the quadratic function K1(u) (compare Figure 3a with 3c and293

Figure 3b with 3d). With the same K(u) function, model simulations with form factor294

F2 increases the landfast ice frequency in the Kara Sea compared to simulations with295

form factor F1 (compare Figure 3a with 3b and Figure 3c with 3d). This supports the296

notion that landfast ice in the Kara Sea is mainly supported by sea ice arching as the297

offshore islands (Severnaya Zemlya archipelago) prevent ice drift and lead to landfast ice298

formation over the deep regions. The high-resolution coastline underlying the form fac-299

tor F2 takes the offshore island chain into account, which leads to higher lateral drag on300

sea ice.301

4.2 Tunning lateral drag parameters302

In this section, we test the effects of lateral drag coefficients on simulating land-303

fast ice in the lateral drag parameterization with the static function and form factor F2.304

We use timeseries of total landfast ice extent to evaluate different model simulations. The305

root mean square difference (RMSD) and the mean difference (MD) of landfast ice ex-306

tent between the model simulations and NIC data are used as metrics. We ran simula-307

tions with lateral static drag coefficients, Cs, ranging from 10−4 m s−2 to 10−3 m s−2. We308

only show simulations with coefficients 1, 2, 3 × 10−4 m s−2 in Table 2 because these309

three simulations are closest to observations. We also studied the landfast ice extent in310
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Figure 3. Landfast ice frequency from January to May in 2001–2007 in the Kara Sea with

different lateral drag formulations. (a) Quadratic function with simple coast factor F1 and

Cq = 1 m−1. (b) Quadratic function with normalized coastline length F2 and Cq = 1 m−1.

(c) Static function with simple coast factor F1 and Cs = 1 × 10−4 m s−2. (d) Static function

with normalized coastline length F2 and Cs = 1 × 10−4 m s−2. The colorbar is the landfast ice

frequency, the darker the more often there is landfast ice.
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2001–2007 in the Kara Sea in the LD simulations (with lateral drag parameterization)311

with different lateral drag coefficients (see Figure 4) compared to the CTRL simulation312

(without any landfast ice parameterizations) and NIC data. The CTRL simulation sys-313

tematically underestimates landfast ice in the Kara Sea while still capturing the annual314

and some of the interannual variability (Figure 4). The interannual variability of land-315

fast ice in LD simulations is generally more consistent with observations.316

With different lateral drag coefficients the RMSD of landfast ice extent in the Kara317

Sea does not change much. The LD simulation with lateral drag coefficient Cs = 2 ×318

10−4 m s−2 has the smallest RMSD (5.44×104 km2, about 55% of the RMS of the NIC319

time series, Table 2). Note that the RMSD in LD simulation with Cs = 2×10−4 m s−2
320

is not small because of the landfast ice extent outliers in the year 2002 and 2006 in the321

Kara Sea (see Figure 4). In contrast, the mean differences distinguish LD simulations322

with different lateral drag coefficients. The LD simulation with a lateral drag coefficient323

of Cs = 10−4 m s−2 underestimates landfast ice in the Kara Sea (3.27 × 104 km2 less324

than the observation, about 41% of the mean of the NIC time series), whereas Cs = 3×325

10−4 m s−2 leads to an overestimation of landfast ice in the Kara Sea (1.41× 104 km2
326

larger than the observation, about 18% of the NIC average). The best agreement with327

the NIC data, with a mean difference of −0.60× 104 km2 (about 8% of the NIC aver-328

age) in the Kara Sea, is found with Cs = 2× 10−4 m s−2 (Table 2).329

The large RMSD and mean differences in the Laptev Sea and the East Siberian Sea330

show that the lateral drag parameterization underestimates landfast ice in these two re-331

gions. Because these two regions are exposed to open ocean with no arching from island332

chains, lateral drag cannot support landfast ice. Instead, the grounding scheme is the333

primary mechanism to stabilize landfast ice in the Laptev Sea and the East Siberian Sea334

(Lemieux et al., 2015). However, in the focus of our study, the Kara Sea, the lateral drag335

parameterization plays a more important role. Consequently, we use lateral drag coef-336

ficient Cs = 2× 10−4 m s−2 for the further analysis of this paper.337

4.3 Comparing effects of lateral and basal drag parameterization on land-338

fast ice extent339

We studied the spatial distribution of landfast ice in the Arctic for different com-340

binations of parameterizations for lateral and basal drag (Figure 5). The tuning param-341
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Table 2. Landfast ice extent statistics of model simulations with different lateral drag coeffi-

cients Cs (in 10−4 m s−2) with respect to observations in 2001–2007. MD is the mean difference,

RMS is the root mean square, and RMSD is the root mean square difference (in 104 km2).

Cs (in 10−4 m s−2) 1 2 3 NIC

RMSD MD RMSD MD RMSD MD RMS Mean

Kara Sea 5.64 -3.27 5.44 -0.60 6.64 1.41 9.96 7.93

Laptev Sea 8.95 -6.51 7.68 -5.12 6.92 -4.15 12.70 9.98

East Siberian Sea 10.90 -7.42 10.10 -6.71 9.55 -6.16 13.90 10.0

Beaufort Sea 1.68 -0.61 1.84 -0.14 1.96 0.13 1.93 1.37

Figure 4. Landfast ice extent in Kara Sea in 2001–2007. Orange, green, and blue lines are

the LD experiment with Cs = 1 × 10−4 m s−2, Cs = 2 × 10−4 m s−2 and Cs = 3 × 10−4 m s−2,

respectively. The black line is the NIC data, and the black dashed line is the CTRL simulation.

The numbers show the mean differences of landfast ice extent in four regions between LDs and

observation for the years 2001–2007.
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eters of the grounding scheme depend on resolution. From experiments with the ground-342

ing scheme for k1 = 6, 7, 8, 10 and k2 = 5, 10, 15 N m−3 (summarized in Table A1 in343

the appendix) we find that, consistent with Lemieux et al. (2015), the set k1 = 8, k2 =344

15 N m−3 provides best agreement to the satellite data in the Laptev Sea in our config-345

uration (RMSD=4.55×104 km2 and MD = −1.06×104 km2), but overestimated land-346

fast ice extent in the East Siberian Sea (RMSD=7.32×104 km2 and MD = 3.44×104 km2)347

and the Beaufort Sea (RMSD=1.70×104 km2 and MD = 0.18×104 km2). Still we use348

this parameter combination to compare to previous results. Note that the basal drag pa-349

rameterization underestimates the landfast ice extent in the Kara Sea (RMSD=4.95×350

104 km2 and MD = −2.91×104 km2), which is also consistent with Lemieux et al. (2015).351

Because landfast ice formation mechanisms are related to topography and geog-352

raphy, we use the Kara Sea (deep region) as the reference region to study the lateral drag353

parameterization and the Laptev Sea (shallow region) as the reference region for the basal354

drag parameterization. The Kara Sea is different from the Laptev Sea in topography and355

water depth, so that the parameterized mechanisms that lead to landfast ice are differ-356

ent and most likely complementary. Therefore, we refrain from retuning all three param-357

eters k1, k2, and Cs in the combination run LD+BD (with lateral and basal drag param-358

eterization), but use the parameter values found in the runs LD and BD simulations (with359

basal drag parameterization).360

The lateral drag parameterization improves the representation of landfast ice in the361

Kara Sea. With only the basal drag parameterization (BD), the landfast ice extent in362

the Kara Sea is strongly underestimated compared to observations (with a mean differ-363

ence of −2.91× 104 km2, about 37% of the NIC average). The LD simulation reduces364

this difference to −0.60×104 km2 (Table 3) and the distribution of relative frequency365

in the Kara Sea also improves compared to the BD simulation (Figure 5). In the LD + BD366

simulation, the mean landfast ice extent in the Kara Sea is larger than in the observa-367

tion by 0.88×104 km2 (about 11% of the NIC average, Table 3). The Severnaya Zemlya368

archipelago in the Kara Sea provides anchor points and exerts lateral friction such that369

more sea ice attaches to the coast. Since the LD simulation contains additional coast-370

line information, there is also some landfast ice in the LD simulation near Franz-Josef-371

Land archipelago (≈ 81◦N, 55◦E), an archipelago that is unresolved by the model grid.372

The larger RMSD (5.44×104 km2) can be explained by the short outliers in 2002 and373

2006 (see Figure 6b, and Section 5) when the LD simulation overestimates landfast ice374
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Figure 5. Landfast ice frequency for January to May in 2001–2007 in the Arctic. (a) LD

with lateral drag coefficient Cs = 2 × 10−4 m s−2. (b) BD with basal drag parameters

k1 = 8, k2 = 15 N m−3. The solid and dashed isolines represent the 25 m and the 60 m depth

contours. (c) LD + BD with lateral drag coefficient Cs = 2 × 10−4 m s−2, k1 = 8, k2 = 15 N m−3.

(d) NIC data. BS: Beaufort Sea, ESIB: East Siberian Sea, LS: Laptev Sea, KS: Kara Sea.
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Figure 6. Time series of landfast ice extent (106 km2) in four regions: (a) the Beaufort Sea;

(b) the Kara Sea; (c) the Laptev Sea; and (d) the East Siberian Sea. NIC: observations, LD:

lateral drag run, BD: basal drag run, LD + BD: run with both lateral and basal drag parameteri-

zation.

in the Western Kara Sea near Novaya Zemlya. Note that the two peaks in the LD sim-375

ulation two weeks before March 24, 2002 and April 16, 2006 also appear in the model376

simulations with grounding scheme (see Figure 6b and Lemieux et al. (2015), their Fig-377

ure 6b). The BD simulation underestimates the landfast ice extent in the Kara Sea, but378

improves it near the Yenisey Gulf compared to the LD simulation (Figure 5b), because379

the scheme successfully parameterizes the grounding pressure ridges in this shallow re-380

gion (McClelland et al., 2012; Harms, 2004).381
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Table 3. Landfast ice statistics of different model simulations with respect to observations in

2001–2007 (in 104 km2). RMSD: root mean square difference, MD: mean difference, LD: lateral

drag run, BD: basal drag run, LD + BD: run with both lateral and basal drag parameterization.

Regions
LD BD LD + BD

RMSD MD RMSD MD RMSD MD

Kara Sea 5.44 -0.60 4.95 -2.91 5.61 0.88

Laptev Sea 7.68 -5.12 4.55 -1.06 4.64 -0.05

East Siberian Sea 10.10 -6.71 7.32 3.44 7.63 3.82

Beaufort Sea 1.84 -0.14 1.70 0.18 2.05 0.49

The basal drag parameterization increases the landfast ice formation in the Laptev382

Sea (see also Lemieux et al., 2015, 2016). The mean landfast ice extent in the Laptev383

Sea in the LD + BD simulation is on average 0.05×104 km2 smaller than the observa-384

tion (about 0.5% of the mean of the NIC time series, Table 3). Combining the lateral385

and basal drag parameterizations reduces the mean differences compared to lateral drag386

or basal drag parameterization alone in the Laptev Sea. Landfast ice ridges reach the387

bottom in the Laptev Sea to sustain sea ice attached to the coast. Coastlines also pro-388

vide anchor points for landfast ice when ice floes drift onshore.389

In the East Siberian and Beaufort seas, the additional effect of the lateral drag pa-390

rameterization leads to an overestimation of landfast ice extent so that the mean differ-391

ences of landfast ice extent in LD + BD simulation in the East Siberian Sea and the Beau-392

fort Sea (3.82×104 km2 and 0.49×104 km2) are slightly larger than that in the simu-393

lation only using basal drag (BD) parameterization. On average, the combination of lat-394

eral and basal drag improves the landfast ice simulations in all Arctic marginal seas.395

4.4 Comparison of large scale features between CTRL and LD simula-396

tion397

In this section we examine the sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea ice thickness (SIT)398

in the model simulations with lateral drag parameterization in April 2001–2007. Com-399

pared to the CTRL simulation, SIC in the LD simulation differs in the marginal ice zone400

(MIZ), while SIT differences are very small. In landfast ice regions, SIT is slightly thin-401
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ner and everywhere else it is slightly thicker (<10 cm) than in the CTRL simulation (not402

shown). As expected, the lateral drag parameterization does not directly influence re-403

gions far away from the coast.404

In the following we use ice thickness data from the Panarctic Ice Ocean Modeling405

and Assimilation System (PIOMAS, Schweiger et al., 2011; Zhang & Rothrock, 2003)406

as a rough reference for our simulations to evaluate the effect of the new parameteriza-407

tion on the net ice volume in the Arctic. The PIOMAS volume timeseries has a mean408

annual cycle of 21.2×103 km3 and an RMS of 19.3×103 km3. The RMSD between the409

time series of Arctic sea ice volume in 2001–2007 between PIOMAS and our LD simu-410

lation (Figure 7) is 5.44×103 km3 (about 28% of the RMS of the sea ice volume in PIOMAS).411

The RMSD between the LD simulation and our CTRL simulation is more than a fac-412

tor of 10 smaller: 0.47×103 km3 (about 2% of the RMS of the sea ice volume in PIOMAS).413

PIOMAS uses a special teardrop rheology that allows biaxial tensile stress (Zhang & Rothrock,414

2005). In this sense, it implicitly allows landfast ice similar to the tensile strength ap-415

proach with an elliptical yield curve in Lemieux et al. (2016). PIOMAS does not use any416

other explicit parameterization scheme for landfast ice (J. Zhang, personal communica-417

tions), but our results suggest that the difference in Arctic-wide mean thickness of such418

a scheme would be small. The LD (and LD+BD) simulation leads to a very similar sea419

ice volume and extent compared to the CTRL simulation. The RMSD of sea ice extent420

between LD simulations and estimates of the Arctic Data archive System (ADS) Quasi-421

real-time polar environment observation monitor (Yabuki et al., 2011) is 1.35×106 km2.422

The RMSD of sea ice extent between the LD simulation and the CTRL simulation is 0.06×423

106 km2. Generally, the lateral drag parameterization slightly decreases the mean ice vol-424

ume by 1.9% compared to the CTRL simulation, mainly through thinner ice in the land-425

fast ice areas, but otherwise has little effect on the large scale properties of the solution.426

5 Discussion427

The results presented in Section 4 demonstrate that the mechanism for landfast428

ice formation largely depends on geography. Grounding of ice keels is the dominant mech-429

anism to form landfast ice in regions shallower than a critical depth. In contrast, lateral430

drag is more important in regions exceeding the critical water depth, where island chains431

provide pinning points for sea ice arches. However, the lateral drag parameterization can-432

not replace, but can only augment the grounding scheme because by itself it produces433
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Figure 7. Time series of sea ice volume and sea ice extent over the arctic in 2001–2007. The

reference data for sea ice volume and sea ice extent is from PIOMAS and ADS, respectively.
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too little landfast ice in the shallow regions; i.e., the Laptev Sea and the East Siberian434

Sea where there are no islands to act as anchor points. Both physical processes should435

be parameterized concurrently to simulate landfast ice in the entire Arctic.436

The lateral drag parameterization improves the landfast ice simulation in the Kara437

Sea, but it overestimates landfast ice in the Western Kara Sea in March 2002 and April438

2006. We investigated one-week averaged wind velocity and sea ice thickness before March439

24, 2002 and April 16, 2006 to explore potential reasons for the overestimation of land-440

fast ice. Two time periods for the same date in 2005 and 2007 were also picked for com-441

parison. Here we provide two hypotheses to explain this phenomenon. One of the hy-442

potheses is related to the wind direction leading to the anomalous landfast ice. When443

the wind blows perpendicular to Novaya Zemlya, there is excessive landfast ice in the444

Western Kara Sea. Sea ice piles up in the Western Kara Sea, attaches to the coast, and445

becomes landfast ice (see Figure 8a, 8b). However, when the wind blows parallel to the446

coast, there is no landfast ice in the Western Kara Sea (Figure 8d). The second hypoth-447

esis is a combination of local wind patterns and landfast ice diagnostics artifacts. Dur-448

ing the observed periods of high landfast ice in the Western Kara Sea in 2002 and 2006,449

there were anticyclonic wind patterns around the Kara Sea, which may have led to Ek-450

man convergence, where the ice is not moved away but “pushed together” in convergence451

(Figure 8b). As a consequence, the immobile sea ice is falsely diagnosed as landfast ice.452

These processes may also lead to the higher temporal variability in landfast ice compared453

to observations (see Figure 6). A similar process reduces sea ice speed, albeit at larger454

scales in the Beaufort Sea, when ice concentration and internal stresses are high in win-455

tertime during an anticyclonic anomaly (Wang et al., 2019). As a test, we calculate the456

landfast ice frequency in the Kara Sea from January to May in 2001–2007, excluding March457

2002 and April 2006. The results show a close agreement with the NIC data for the sim-458

ulations with lateral drag parameterization alone and the combination of lateral drag459

parameterization and grounding scheme in the Kara Sea (Figure 9).460

Attempts to improve landfast ice simulation in the Kara Sea by modifying global461

parameters in the sea ice model (e.g., implementing a large maximum viscosity in a re-462

gional sea ice model (Olason, 2016), or adding tensile strength to the rheology (Beatty463

& Holland, 2010; Lemieux et al., 2016)) were successful. However, they have the disad-464

vantage that they affect the sea ice dynamics in the entire Arctic. In contrast, the ap-465

proaches based on domain geometry such as the depth-dependent grounding scheme or466
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Figure 8. One week average of sea ice thickness (m) and wind velocity (m s−1) before:

(a) 24 March 2002 (high landfast ice); (b) 16 April 2006 (high landfast ice); (c) 16 April 2005

(for reference); (d) 16 April 2007 (for reference). The colorbar describes the sea ice thickness (m),

the wind velocity reference is 10 m s−1.
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Figure 9. Landfast ice frequency for January to May in 2001–2007 in the Kara Sea with data

in the two weeks with exceptionally large landfast ice in 2002 and 2006 excluded. The solid and

dashed isolines in (b) represent the 25 m and the 60 m depth contours in the Kara Sea.
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our new lateral drag scheme along coastlines affect the pan-Arctic scale far away from467

the coasts only indirectly. The form factor in the lateral drag parameterization allows468

including additional subgrid information independent of model resolution. This extra469

information leads to realistic effects of unresolved coastline in the coarse model.470

Landfast ice in Antarctica is often attached to grounded icebergs which ground in471

water depth of 400-500 m, or to other coastal features (e.g., the shoreline, glacier tongues,472

and ice shelves, Massom et al., 2001; Fraser et al., 2012, 2020). Because of the deep con-473

tinental shelves around Antarctica, the grounding scheme may not work as well as in the474

Arctic. Including our lateral drag parameterization in an Antarctic sea ice model may475

lead to realistic landfast ice simulations.476

Implementing a lateral drag parameterization is very simple and improves land-477

fast ice estimates in the deep regions in the Arctic; therefore, we recommend including478

it for any sea ice model. The only complication is that, strictly speaking, the lateral no-479

slip boundary condition needs to be replaced by a free-slip condition, in order not to add480

two types of lateral drag. We found that the additional information on high-resolution481

coastlines is important because it adds drag to the model also where archipelagos are482

not resolved by the model grid.483

Explicit landfast ice thickness observations are rare because usually they are very484

localized in-situ point measurements. In our model simulations, we can explore the land-485

fast ice thickness with or without landfast ice parameterizations. We find that the max-486

imum of the mean landfast ice thickness increases from about 0.25 m in the CTRL sim-487

ulation (without explicit landfast ice parameterization) to about 1 m in the Kara and488

Beaufort seas, 1.5 m in the Laptev Sea, and 2 m in the East Siberian Sea in simulations489

with lateral and basal drag parameterization. These numbers can be compared to sin-490

gular studies such as Zhai et al. (2021) who used a thermodynamic model for the coast491

of Kotely Island in the East Siberian Sea to simulate landfast ice thickness. They found492

maximum landfast ice thicknesses 2.02± 0.12 m for the years 1994 to 2014. These num-493

bers coincide with our simulations, but since the complicated thermodynamic column494

model of Zhai et al. (2021) is very different from our fully coupled sea ice-ocean model495

with very simple thermodynamics, this coincidence should be seen as fortuitous. Note496

the positive feedback between landfast ice thickness and lateral drag parameterization,497

where thicker ice leads to a larger lateral drag in the momentum equations.498
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Our model does not include tides that would be necessary to implement param-499

eterization of landfast ice break-up in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Lemieux et al.,500

2018). Typically, sea ice model overestimates landfast ice extent and duration because501

the ice is landlocked and the channel in the CAA is not properly resolved. Strong tidal502

currents can reduce the extent of landfast ice. Adding a landfast ice parameterization503

that aims to increase the landfast ice extent (no matter if lateral or basal drag param-504

eterization) increases the overestimation of landfast ice in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.505

Tides are also reported to be responsible for the reduction of sea ice volume by enhanced506

vertical mixing (Janout & Lenn, 2014; Luneva et al., 2015). Although strong internal507

tides are propagating from the Kara Strait to the Barents Sea (Morozov et al., 2008),508

the tidal currents in the northeastern Kara Sea (Padman & Erofeeva, 2004) and the north-509

ern Laptev Sea (Pnyushkov & Polyakov, 2012) are weak. The weak tides are unlikely510

to decrease the landfast ice cover in the northeastern Kara Sea, but tidal forcing may511

have a small effect on the landfast ice in the southwestern Kara Sea when only little land-512

fast ice has been formed there.513

6 Conclusion514

This paper introduces a lateral drag parameterization to improve landfast ice sim-515

ulation in the Arctic region. The lateral drag parameterization replaces the common no-516

slip boundary condition in the sea ice momentum equation by a lateral drag term, which517

is a function of sea ice velocity, and coastline features. We assume that lateral friction518

is a static function of sea ice velocity and generate a form factor to represent the com-519

plexity of the coastline. Numerical experiments were conducted with an Arctic sea ice-520

ocean model with a grid spacing of 36 km. The landfast ice extent and frequency of model521

simulations with lateral drag parameterization and grounding schemes were examined522

in four regions: the Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea, and the Beaufort523

Sea. Compared to no parameterization and grounding scheme, lateral drag parametriza-524

tion leads to a more realistic landfast ice area in the Kara Sea. Although lateral drag525

parameterization successfully simulates landfast in the Kara Sea, it underestimates land-526

fast ice in the East Siberian Sea, Laptev, and the Beaufort Sea compared to the ground-527

ing scheme, because the mechanism of landfast ice formation is different in these regions.528

The combination of lateral and basal drag parameterization leads to the most realistic529

estimates of landfast ice in space and time and captures most of the annual cycle and530
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the interannual variability in the Arctic. Thus, we recommend using the lateral and basal531

drag parameterization in combination to simulate landfast ice in the Arctic Ocean ac-532

curately.533

In Antarctica, landfast ice forms dynamically when sea ice is imported by onshore534

winds and blocked by restrictive geometry, for example, the icebergs in deep water (Massom535

et al., 2001; Van Achter et al., 2022). The lateral drag parameterization provides a way536

to quantify the mechanism to sustain landfast ice along icebergs, similar to the way coast-537

lines or islands provide anchor points for landfast ice in the Arctic.538

Landfast ice limits dynamical thickness growth by preventing rapid ice compres-539

sion in convergent motion (Itkin et al., 2015). In our simulations, the mean sea ice vol-540

ume in the Arctic (thickness) in April decreased by around 1.9% after adding a landfast541

ice parameterization. In the marginal seas, the landfast ice parameterization increases542

the landfast ice thickness in the Arctic in our simulations, which is most likely an im-543

provement over too little and too thin landfast ice. The simulated landfast ice thickness544

is also consistent with previous work on landfast ice thickness in the East Siberian Sea545

(Zhai et al., 2021), giving us confidence that appropriate landfast ice parameterization546

in the sea ice models will make improved projections for landfast ice distribution and thick-547

ness in the Arctic possible.548

Once a stable landfast ice cover has developed, new ice formation is reduced on the549

shelf and especially along the coast; thus, less brine is released into the ocean leading to550

a fresher upper ocean in landfast ice-covered regions (Itkin et al., 2015). We speculate551

that the lower salinity in the Kara Sea due to more landfast ice is transported to the Makarov552

Basin via the Vilkitsky Strait (Janout et al., 2015), which suggests that the landfast ice553

parameterization may influence the hydrography in the central Arctic. The effects of more554

realistic landfast ice simulations in the Kara Sea are the subject of future research.555
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